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The above sketch As dangerously oversimplified. Not only are my 
categories crude, but I have ignored national differences of tradition  
and other approaches to  th e  understanding of mature. Im particular, the 
“hylozodstie” tradition of the Renaissance, reappearing as German “Na- 
turphilosophie”, whose significance has been seriously underestimated.

A. P. Youchkevitch

Professor Olszewski correctly raises a series of problem s concerning 
the periodization of the  history of science. The attem pt to periodize the  
general history of natu ra l amd mathematical sciences, as suggested by 
Professor Kedrov, deserves much attention. M any principles recom 
mended by him are correct. The concrete characteristic of particular 
periods, however, gives rise  to objections.

This applies, first of ail, to th e  period A, defined by Professor 
Kedrov as a  natural-philosophic period — /when the  rudim ents of 
na tu re’s knowledge are part of a  single, undifferentiated philosophical 
science. Kedrov extrapolates (the peculiarities of the  brief developmental 
epoch of Greek thought over the whole of th e  Antiquity. Was, however, 
the astronom y of Babylonians natural-philosophic? Was the entire m a
thematics of Greeks, the ir 'statics amd hydrostatics, the ir astronom y and 
so forth a  part of philosophy and was the natural-philosophic m ethod 
of thinking really  peculiar to- them? But the mentioned sciences did 
play a leading role in  the  Greco-Roman world. If I am allowed to 
delineate this period A w ith two o r three words, I should say tha t it 
was a period of formation of natural and m athem atical sciences in  the 
true  sense of this word.

The period a was — according to Professor K edrov — a scholastic 
one, in  which the false sciences astrology, magic, alchemy and  others 
were prevailing. It is true tha t this was th e  period of scholasticism 
dominating in  philosophy and tha t scholasticism exerted 'influence on 
science. On the other hand, there developed mathematics, astronomy, 
mechanics {Oxford and Paris) and son on. The development of cognition 
was not so simple amd so one-sided a process. There as, besides, no 
reason to  oppose — as Professor Kedrov does —• Europe to M ussulman 
countries. The philosophic amd theological scholasticism, ham pering the 
progress of science, and th e  struggle of the progressive scientific thought 
against th e  form er existed both in  Christian and Moslem countries.

A t last, not quite fortunate was the  denomination of the period B 
as empirical and collecting. This m ay be attribu ted  to  the  -cycle of 
biological sciences, bu t not to  science as a  whole. In  th a t period, the 
leading ro-le w as being already 'played by the complex of mechanical- 
-mathematical and in  p a rt physical, th a t is theoretical sciences.


